Kennedy Valve

920SS SquareSeal
tapping Sleeve
for Cast iron pipe
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Protects Pipe
The Kennedy sqUAreseAl™
tapping sleeve is engineered to
guard against pipe failure under
all conditions. Tested to 750 Psi
with and without severe bending
stresses.
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Back halves of Kennedy sleeves
have cemented-in neoprene pads
with only two variations. either
fig. 920, with back half coated
black, or fig. 921, with back half
coated red, will accommodate all
classes of pipe as indicated in tables
on page 3.

Tapping Valves
Kennedy Tapping valves are available to the
standards of both AWWA c-509 (full-Bodied cast
iron) and AWWA c-515 (reduced-Wall Ductile
iron). The water-way will accommodate full sized
cutters. The flange end has a machined pilot boss
to match the counter bore in all styles of tapping
sleeves per Mss-sP-60. The opposite end is
mechinical joint and will accommodate adapters for
all standard tapping machines.
The c-509 Tapping valve is available in sizes 4”
through 12”, specify figure number 8950ss and
the c-515 is available in sizes 4” through 24”,
specify figure number 7950ss. (30” and larger
sizes are normal MJ x flange valves).
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Tapping sleeves for installation on
water mains under pressure have been
available for many years. The 920ss
Tapping sleeve can be installed by one
man in a matter of minutes.
ease of installation is a welcome
bonus. Tapping sleeve installations
face known stress conditions, and
the first consideration in any design
must be complete assurance against
pipe failure. This was the paramount
philosophy behind the development of
the sqUAreseAl sleeve.
The initial problem confronting any tapping sleeve is the unbalanced pressure
condition created by the removal of a
pipe section. Before the pipe is tapped
it is subject to equal pressure in all directions, tending to keep it round. This
condition changes when a section of
the pipe is removed. internal pressure
now tries to force the remaining weakened walls out of round, and some
means of countering this unbalanced
condition must be provided.

conventional sleeves meet the problem by permitting water to surround
the outer pipe walls within the sleeve.
This provides opposing forces of equal
magnitude, a balanced condition. Unfortunately, this solution to the problem
has an inherent disadvantage, the need
for seals at both ends and at both sides
of the sleeve. This results in a heavy
and cumbersome device with dozens
of loose parts, and installation time is
costly.
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